
Celebrity  Couple  News:  Kate
Beckinsale  Defends  New
Relationship with Goody Grace

By Ellie Rice

In the latest celebrity news, Kate Beckinsale had to defend
her new relationship with singer, Goody Grace from internet
hate  this  past  weekend.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  an
Instagram user tried to throw shade at Beckinsale and her
rumored new beau, but she clapped back and stood up for her
man.  Beckinsale’s  dating  choices  have  been  a  cause  for
controversy because of her past dating much younger men. We
love to see a strong woman taking charge of her relationships!
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In celebrity news, Kate Beckinsale
isn’t afraid to stand up for her
relationship.  What  are  some  ways
you can stand up for your partner
in situations that call for it?

Cupid’s Advice:

Just as it’s important to stand up for yourself, you should
feel confident protecting your partner as well. If you’re
wondering how to do that, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. To the family: If your family has a lot of critiques for
your significant other or hasn’t always been fond of your
relationship,   it’s  time  to  change  their  mind.  Instances
related to family are definitely one of the leading situations
where  you  would  need  to  stand  up  for  your  boyfriend  or
girlfriend. Don’t be afraid to take charge of the situation
and explain that this conversation will not continue unless
you can be on the same respectful page. Explain to them how
your partner makes you feel and the love you have for them. It
might just take standing your ground for them to back down and
understand your boundaries.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: Susan Trombetti Talks Love
& Dating Amid COVID-19

2. With your friends: Just because you joke around or vent
about your relationship doesn’t make it okay for your friends
to  do  the  same.  If  you  feel  like  they  are  continuously
crossing the line with their comments about your partner, then
you need to have a conversation about it. Your friends just
want the best for you so they may be coming from a place of
worry or ignorance to their actions. Reassure them that their
love for you is validated, but their behaviors have gone too
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far. Open and honest conversations are the best solution.

Related  Link:  New  Celebrity  Couple:  Pete  Davidson  &  Kaia
Gerber Are Dating

3. With themselves: If your partner is constantly getting down
on themselves and expressing doubts with their own abilities
whether  personally  or  work  related,  stand  up  for  them.
Everyone feeds into negativity at certain points in their
lives, so having an awesome support system is crucial. Let
them know how incredible you think they are and help boost
their confidence!

How would you stand up for a loved one if the situation called
for it? Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Couple  News:  Kate
Beckinsale  &  Pete  Davidson
Have Dinner with Her Mom &
Step-Dad
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By Mara Miller

In the latest celebrity couple news, Kate Beckinsale and Pete
Davidson  recently  had  dinner  with  Beckinsale’s  mother  and
stepfather, according to EOnline.com. Beckinsale and Davidson
have been lighting up celebrity news with their celebrity
relationship  since  they  first  started  flirting  during  a
2019 Golden Globes after-party back in January. And, despite
their  age  difference,  they’re  still  going  strong.  They’ve
already moved to the stage of meeting the parents!

In  celebrity  couple  news,  Pete
Davidson met the parents! What are
some  ways  you  can  make  a  good
impression  on  your  partner’s
parents?

Cupid’s Advice:

There  is  a  stigma  that  can  follow  meeting  your  partner’s
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parents–along with sweaty hands and worrying if they’ll like
you. Cupid has some tips on how to make a good impression:

1. Be yourself: This cannot be stressed enough. You wouldn’t
act like someone you’re not around your partner, right? As
long as you act like yourself, you won’t cast any negative
impressions about who you are as a person.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  News:  ‘Bachelor’  Colton
Underwood Praises GF Cassie Randolph

2. Dress appropriately: A person’s perception of you has a lot
to do with how you dress. Wearing a clean top, bottoms, and
shoes will help make a statement that you are someone who can
be serious to your partner’s parents.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kate Beckinsale’s Ex Matt Rife
Tells Pete Davidson to ‘Run’

3. Refrain from PDA: Keep the kissing and handholding to a
minimum around your partner’s parents, even if you’re out to
dinner and they get up for a moment to go to the restroom.
Wait to put your hands on each other after dinner with the
parents.

What are some other ways to make a good impression on your
partner’s parents? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity  Couple  News:  Pete
Davidson  &  Kate  Beckinsale
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Make Out In Backseat of Car

By Mara Miller

In  the  latest  celebrity  couple  news  according
to UsMagazine.com, celebrity couple Pete Davidson and Kate
Beckinsale can’t keep their lips off each other. Davidson and
Beckinsale were seen at The Dirt premiere at Whiskey Go Go in
West Hollywood prior to their backseat makeout sesh in a taxi
on March 18th. And this isn’t their first display of PDA,
either. They’ve also openly kissed and held hands at a New
York Rangers game on March 4th.

In celebrity couple news, it’s on
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between  Pete  and  Kate!  What  are
some things to beware of when it
comes  to  public  displays  of
affection?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s fine to display some PDA with your partner, but there are
a few things you should consider first:

1. Your partner’s comfort: Sometimes people don’t like to
share public affection beyond holding hands or light pecks on
the cheek. Be aware of your partner’s comfort level before you
start openly making out.

Related  Link:  New  Celebrity  Couple:  Zac  Efron  Is  Dating
Olympian Sarah Bro

2. Commitment: But…it could make friends and other people
around you uncomfortable if things start to get too heavy if
you and your partner get excited or if they don’t know your
partner well.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  News:  ‘Bachelor’  Colton
Underwood Praises GF Cassie Randolph

3. Don’t let things get too heated: It’s okay to kiss and hold
hands  in  public  but  beware  of  your  surroundings.  In  some
states, public lewdness or public indecency can result in
being arrested.

What are some things for you to beware with PDA? Let us know
in the comments below!
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Celebrity  News:  Kate
Beckinsale’s  Ex  Matt  Rife
Tells Pete Davidson to ‘Run’

By Mara Miller

According to UsMagazine.com, Matt Rife had some advice for
Pete Davidson about celebrity ex Kate Beckinsale in celebrity
news.  “Advice  for  Pete?  Man  to  man…run,”  Rife  told  TMZ.
Beckinsale  and  Rife  were  first  linked  in  2017  after  her
divorce from Len Wiseman. They dated for a year. Beckinsale
and Davidson have been in a celebrity relationship for about
two months.
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In  celebrity  news,  Kate
Beckinsale’s ex isn’t saying good
things about his former love. What
are some ways to keep your ex from
ruining a new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice: 

When you decide to move on from your former relationship, an
ex can get jealous or want to slander your name. Here’s some
advice from Cupid on how to stop them from ruining your new
one:

1. Reassure your current partner: If something your ex says
about you makes your new partner question your relationship,
reassure them by answering any questions they might have about
your past.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Travis  Scott  Shouts  Out  to
‘Wifey’ Kylie Jenner Amid Cheating Allegatitons

2. Don’t engage: Getting in contact with your ex after they
say  something  inappropriate  might  make  your  new  partner
suspicious of why you’re contacting them in the first place.
Not talking to them while they try to cause trouble is the
better thing to do.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Justin Timberlake Posts
Adorable Birthday Message for Jessica Biel

3. Think of your new partner first: Putting their needs and
wants above that of your ex is more important than caring
about what the other person says to you. If your previous
relationship ended on a bad break, it’s better to leave it be
rather than to put what your new relationship needs to have
prioritized.
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What are some ways to keep you’ve kept your ex from ruining
your new relationship? Let us know in the comments below!

Kate  Beckinsale’s  Estranged
Husband  Files  for  Celebrity
Divorce

By Kayla Garritano

No more waiting. After a year of separation, Kate Beckinsale‘s
estranged husband, Len Wiseman, has filed for a celebrity
divorce. According to UsMagazine.com, TMZ stated that Wiseman
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cited  irreconcilable  differences,  and  neither  of  them  are
asking for spousal support. Us confirmed back in November 2015
that the celebrity couple was separating after 11 years of
marriage. “They tried to make it work, but they end up falling
back into old habits and fighting,” a source said.

This  split  has  turned  into  a
celebrity  divorce.  What  are  some
reasons to try a separation prior
to a divorce?

Cupid’s Advice:

When fighting with your spouse, divorce doesn’t have to be the
answer. Sometimes, it’s best to separate for a while until a
decision is made. Cupid is here with some relationship advice:

1. Distance makes the heart grow fonder: It may just be that
you and your partner need space from each other. Take a break
from the constant fighting and split up to see if you end up
missing each other more than you thought. If you both do, then
you know the situation is worth trying to fix.

Related Link: Khloe Kardashian & Lamar Odom Reach Agreement in
Celebrity Divorce Settlement

2. Stop the fighting: Unfortunately, if you’re like Kate and
her  ex-husband,  being  separated  won’t  stop  the  fighting.
However, you don’t know until you try it. See where staying
away from each other takes you, and maybe your fights will
seem minor.

Related Link: Single Celebrity: Kate Beckinsale ‘Doing Fine’
After Len Wiseman Split

3. Find the one: Time apart means you may find someone else
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who sparks your love interest. If it’s not your significant
other, then you know you’re on the way to divorce. You can
tell if you still love them or not, especially if someone news
appears in your life.

What  are  some  reasons  you  separate  before  your  divorce?
Comment below!

Kate  Beckinsale  Talks
Victorian-Era Dating Advice

By Dena Linzer
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The rules of dating are those unwritten do’s and don’ts that
women are supposed to follow within the dating scene. It’s the
dating advice told to us by our mothers, our friends, and the
media. “Don’t wear dark lipstick on the first date,” “offer to
pay the check,” “Don’t seem intimidating” to name a few. Not
that we actually follow these rules, but we still hear them
nonetheless. We thought they were bad today, but imagine what
women in the 1800s went through just to have a conversation
with a guy. Kate Beckinsale, star of the new film Love &
Friendship based on a Jane Austen novella, reads and reacts to
Victorian-era  dating  advice  with  the  help  of  a  gentleman
straight out of the 1800s. You might want to steer clear
of these dating tips and tricks for your next date night. 

The video is now live on VanityFair.com and Vanity Fair’s
channel  on  THE  SCENE,  the  video  platform  from  Condé  Nast
Entertainment.

Love & Friendship, written and directed by Walt Stillman, hits
theatres tomorrow.

For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.

Single  Celebrity:  Kate
Beckinsale ‘Doing Fine’ After
Len Wiseman Split
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By Kyanah Murphy

British  single  celebrity  Kate  Beckinsale  had  a  celebrity
divorce with her husband of 11 years, Len Wiseman, and is
doing  “just  fine,”  according  to  UsMagazine.com.  After  all
those years, we would think that it would be a hard battle to
get through for the former celebrity couple! Beckinsale was
seen sticking close to good friend Victoria Beckham at the
British Fashion Awards and looked well. Keep it up, girl!

This  single  celebrity  is  coping
well post-split. What are some ways
to deal with a sudden break-up?

Cupid’s Advice:

We’re proud of this new single celebrity being in a good place
after her split with her longtime husband. If you’re newly
single as well, here are some tips to help you get back on
track:
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1. Talk to someone: Let’s face it; you’re going to be going
through a flurry of emotions and you’re going to need to talk
to someone about it. Grab your BFF, and let it out.

Related Link: Single Celebrity Ariana Grande Says She Doesn’t
Want to Be Called Big Sean’s Celebrity Ex

2. Accept it: You’re thinking about it constantly, so use this
time to think about your relationship and accept that it is,
in fact, over.

Related Link: Justin Bieber Says He’s a Single Celebrity and
‘Ready to Mingle’

3. Focus on you: This cannot be stressed enough. Take care of
yourself. Focus on your needs, focus on positivity, and focus
on things that make you happy. Taking care of yourself is of
the utmost importance.

Have you gone through a sudden break up? What did you do to
cope? Comment below!
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